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Congressional Closeup
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ed force against Croatia. Kasich said,

ly AIDS epidemic. Burton disputed

the time allotted for
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"It is time the United States govern

claims by the Centers for Disease
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Control in Atlanta, Georgia that there
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independence of Croatia and demand

were only 1.5 million people infected

sial elements of the bill in House-Sen

an end to Serbian violence against

with the virus, stating his belief that
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million

Americans infected.

Bush anti-crime "offensive," was re

pressed similar wishes in comments
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on the Senate floor Oct. 4: "I think it is

ago," said Burton, "and it was dou

dated that certain court circuits, where

time," said Nickles, "that the United
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a large percentage of blacks have been
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fected, especially in view of the fact
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Burton noted that the disease is
now spreading rapidly into "the young
heterosexual community. . . . It is go
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ing to spread like wildfire unless we

A resolution was introduced into the

costs this country and the health com

Sen. Alfonse D'Amato (R-N.Y.) in

House on Oct. 8 which would extend
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the time they get the disease until they
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proposed for
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calls for a halt of all loans and credits

Czechoslovakia and Hungary on an
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would include requmng a national

pay a heavy price for a new round of

man-made laws that govern, a sort of a
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regulatory laxness."
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here to it,
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'The longer we ignore this, the

and nobody wants to call it that be
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little or nothing," B urton warned, "the

country is facing. We have an unac

more people we are condemning to die

ceptably high rate of unemployment.
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we have already gone a
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and the bigger the drain on the future
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of the United States of America, both
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'
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in the total history of mankind." Gon

Legislation, introduced by Rep.

zalez pointed to the fact that the U. S .
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has ceased to be a manufacturing na

now pending in the House which
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would require health-care workers in
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fected with the HIV virus to inform

limits imposed by last year's budget

The House bill would finance pro
grams in part by extending for four

exan points to
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years half of last year's 5¢ gasoline tax
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cried the "erosion" of the "old moor

House Banking Committee chairman
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Rep. Henry B. Gonzalez (D-Tex.) at
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United States will face the repercus
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'It's a depression!'

highways, bridges, mass transit, and
transportation safety. The House pro

agreement by axing a number of pro

their patients prior to treating them.

Gonzalez to Bush:

Oct. 15 to approvea$151 billion high

Referring to the attempts to pay

Gonzalez called the plans by the

debt which have led into the wars of

administration to loosen regulation of

the 20th century, Gonzalez said that

the nation's 12,200 commercial banks

"mankind just cannot have the kind of

"a step so reminiscent of the 1980s

bloodletting that these wars in the 20th

when so-called forbearance, and that

century have recorded."

has been opposed to any bill which
would go over the limits of the budget
agreement or would require new tax
es, opposes the legislation.
Transportation Secretary Samuel
Skinner called the bill a budget-buster
and said that he would recommend
that the President veto it.
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"And even the Persian Gulf," he
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Senate vote was 65-35, with many Re

The Senate failed to override President

Such a policy, Gonzalez warned,
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some repercussion somewhere down

publicans voting to override. The Sen

bone-crunching of taxpayers who will

the line. There is a higher law than

ate has yet to override a Bush veto.
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